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Abstract
Multi-dimensional continuous functions are commonly visualized with 2D slices or topological views. Here, we explore 1D slices as an alternative approach to show such functions. Our goal with 1D slices is to combine the benefits of topological views, that is, screen space efficiency, with those of slices, that is a close resemblance of the underlying function. We compare 1D slices to 2D slices and topological views, first, by looking at their performance with respect to common function analysis tasks. We also demonstrate 3 usage scenarios: the 2D sinc function, neural network regression, and optimization traces. Based on this evaluation, we characterize the advantages and drawbacks of each of these approaches, and show how interaction can be used to overcome some of the shortcomings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Motivation
The visual analysis of multi-dimensional scalar functions is a fundamental aspect in many areas, from computational sciences (based on computer simulations) to data sciences (based on machine learning techniques) and general optimization algorithms. Neural networks, for instance, have shown to produce very good results that come in the form of highly non-linear response manifolds. While understanding these manifolds would greatly help to verify the re-
sulting models, there is currently no established way to inspect these multi-dimensional manifolds. In case of an optimization algorithm, a good visualization of response manifolds could, for instance, help to see where possible “holes” (local extrema) are that the algorithm may get trapped in and fail to find the global optimum. By visually examining the functions that we are trying to optimize, one can develop new insights on how to improve the optimization algorithm. Our work is based on the assumption that visual analyses of these functions will help to increase understanding of what they are doing, as argued by Gleicher [Gle16].

To examine these functions visually we must reduce them to be displayed on a 2D screen. Currently, the two major approaches used to visualize these spaces are either two-dimensional slices, a technique known as HyperSlice [vWvL93] or dimension transformation techniques. This includes dimensionality reduction and topological methods [CLB11, CSA03]. HyperSlice shows two-dimensional slices (using either a heatmap or contour view) of the function directly around a particular focus point. It clearly shows the behavior of the function with respect to the parameters. However, one can only view one focus point at a time and the approach does not scale well to many dimensions. With each additional dimension one must substantially shrink the subplots so less detail can be seen just like in scatterplot matrices. Topological and dimensionality reduction techniques take the opposite approach. They morph the space to produce a 2D global view. However, the morphing process is rather complex and it is unclear what the resulting layout means. This reduces comprehension. Ideally we would like to somehow combine the global view with local detail.

In this paper, we explore the idea of 1D slices to fill this gap. We focus on multi-dimensional continuous scalar functions which we define as functions that take two or more scalar parameters as input and produce a single scalar as output. Towards illustrating the benefits, we propose a concrete technique using projections of 1D slices, which we call Sliceplorer (Figure 1). 1D slices are traditional function line plots familiar to anyone with basic mathematics knowledge: one dimensional curves with respect to changes in a single parameter. Like HyperSlice, we show a separate subplot for each input dimension. For 1D slices, the number of subplots scales linearly with the number of dimensions, not quadratically as with 2D slices. We address the issue of having to choose a focus point by sampling focus points and then showing all slices as a projection. Therefore, our 1D approach can be seen as a hybrid method of slicing and projection techniques.

In order to evaluate any new technique, we need to consider what data characteristics and tasks each method is good for. As of yet, there has not been a comprehensive listing of the tasks a user would want to perform when looking at multi-dimensional functions. To this end, we begin development of this task summary by extending the task classification of Amar, Eagan, and Stasko [AES05]. We use this classification to evaluate our 1D approach and compare it to 2D slices and different topological approaches. This comparison allows us to characterize what technique is best for which tasks and reveals that 1D slices is the most flexible of the current approaches. That is, it supports the broadest range of different tasks.

We also provide three usage scenarios comparing our technique with other state of the art techniques. These scenarios illustrate that 1D slices can reveal structure in the functions that could not have been seen before. For example, we discuss how one can use our method to compare the global prediction manifold of a neural network algorithm against a support vector machine to guide and better understand the architecture of a neural network. This is currently an open research question in the machine learning community.

In summary our contributions are:

- exploring the idea of 1D slices with a concrete software prototype called Sliceplorer,
- a task-based analysis of multi-dimensional functions, comparing 1D slices to 2D HyperSlices and topological techniques, and
- three usage scenarios illustrating the value of 1D slices in common function visualization scenarios.

2. Related Work

The question of how to comprehend multi-dimensional data is a heavily researched area in visualization. There are two principal approaches, projection techniques (such as scatterplots) and slicing techniques (such as HyperSlice). Projection techniques generally show all of the data and, therefore, represent a more global view. On the other hand, slicing techniques present more of a local view around a point of interest (which we call focus point). The lion’s share of previous work is concerned with projection approaches of discrete data. In contrast, we are focusing on continuous multi-dimensional scalar functions and seek to combine the strengths of projection and slicing. Given our focus on continuous data, our options for a visual exploration are limited and could be categorized into three areas (a) discretization, (b) local methods, (c) global methods.

2.1. Discretization

There is a number of different approaches to display discretized multi-dimensional functions. The typical approaches are scatterplot matrices [Har75], parallel coordinates [Ins85], star coordinates [Kan00], and RadVis [HGM97]. Star coordinates and RadVis were generalized into one framework by Lehmann and Theisel [LT16]. These can all be combined with a variety of dimensionality reduction techniques [Ho06]. However, all of these seem inappropriate if the mental model of the function we are studying is a continuous one. In such a case all of these projection techniques would fail to properly convey the complexity of the underlying continuous phenomenon. Hence, while discretization seems like an easy way out, it is not a proper alternative for studying continuous multi-dimensional functions, such as regression functions or classification boundaries. Here, one of the main concerns is understanding a continuous phenomenon and a good visualization design should thus respect this mental model [TM04, SMM12, LS10].

2.2. Local methods

The idea of a local technique is to focus on a part of the function. Interaction is used to explore other parts of the function. One of the oldest approaches here is the HyperSlicer technique by van Wijk and
van Liere [vWvL93]. HyperSlice is a technique where the function is shown directly but in multiple 2D slices laid out similar to a scatterplot matrix. In many ways, our work was inspired by this work. One of the drawbacks of HyperSlice is that one has to choose a focus point—a point common to all 2D slices. Exploring the full data set then shifts over to exploring all possible focus points. Although not created for HyperSlice specifically, techniques like the grand tour [Asi85], projection pursuit [Hub85], and optimal sets of projections [LT15] might be appropriate to tackle this issue. All of these approaches are still local though. A mental image of the global function can only be built up over time and with mental effort by browsing through the focus points. Our approach seeks to overcome this limitation while keeping the benefits of ease of understanding.

Note that for some tasks a local view might in fact suffice, such as when one is interested in the robustness of an extrema value. For example, Tuner [TWSM11] used 2D continuous slices, letting the user navigate them via selecting Pareto optimal focus points in a separate view. Berger et al. [BPF11] use coordinated views of scatterplots and parallel coordinates to show additional (continuous) prediction uncertainty. Having a discrete approach provided extra space to display information about the prediction uncertainty for the currently selected point.

2.3. Global methods

The visualization community has developed many global views of multi-dimensional continuous functions. Continuous scatterplots [BW08] and continuous parallel coordinates [HW09] can encode a multi-dimensional density field into either two dimensions or more than two dimensions respectively. Here, we are not as concerned with the density field, rather we are concerned with the manifold created from a continuous multi-dimensional scalar function.

Topological methods like topological spines [CLB11], the work by Gerber et al. [GBPW10], and contour trees [CSA03] extract extrema and saddle points from a function and then show these. These methods are good for seeing the relative relation of extrema in a function. However, they do not work for important tasks like robust optimization. Here, one does not necessarily want to find the global optimum but wants an optimum in a relatively “flat” area of the parameter space.

In our case, we use line plots together with the widely-used technique of projection to overlay 1D slices. This approach is similar to the work by Hall et al. [HKC14] but differs in two major ways. (1) They showed 2 primary dimensions with slices and then used the third for color limiting their view to three dimensions and (2) they were concerned with isosurface extraction. Our technique can scale to any number of dimensions and we evaluate based on a much broader set of tasks and applications, such as parameter space analysis.

3. Sliceplorer

When developing our technique, we first identified design requirements with respect to tasks that a user would perform when analyzing multi-dimensional scalar functions. We continuously evaluated how our technique fits with these requirements and iteratively adapted it to encompass as many tasks as possible. A static slice view itself does not address many of the tasks required so we use interaction methods to address these and create a comprehensive technique.

3.1. Design requirements

When analyzing a function visually, there are a number of features that the user wants to see.

R-peaks: The most obvious feature is identifying peaks and valleys. This is primarily done to find the global optimum of a function.

R-robust: The relative height around each optima is important to detecting the robustness of that optimum. In some cases, one may prefer a local optimum over a global one if it is more stable. This is very common in simulations of manufacturing processes where variations in manufacturing tolerances should not affect the performance of a part too much [BPF11].

R-bowl: Similarly, we may be interested in how “bowl”-shaped the area around an optimum is. The goal is similar to robust optimization but rather than looking for “flat” areas of the function we are looking for areas with smooth gradients. The amount of this smoothness is important for correctly parameterizing optimization algorithms [Bac96]. An incorrect parameterization can either cause them to get “stuck” at some local minimum or make unreasonably slow progress towards the global minimum.

R-overall: Finally, we want to view the overall “shape” of the function. It is important to understand if it is smooth everywhere and how much variance there is in the function. When building a surrogate regression model we need to know if the function has consistent variance and we need to choose a model that captures this behavior.

All of these requirements mean that we need to view more than just the maxima and minima of a function.

3.2. Intuition

If we were analyzing one-dimensional continuous functions then the choice would be obvious: a line plot like the one in Figure 1a. The x-axis is used for the independent variable or parameter setting and the y-axis is used for the dependent variable or scalar value of the function. The function response is shown with a line. This is a metaphor that anyone who has taken high-school algebra can comprehend. The vertical and horizontal location channels visually encode the primary values of interest. These are the “best” visual channels to use in terms of accuracy and sensitivity to differences according to Bertin and others [Ber67, Mac86].

We show the evolution of our technique from a one-dimensional function to the full multi-dimensional Sliceplorer view in Figure 1. To extend this simple technique to multi-dimensional functions we simply repeat the one-dimensional function plot for each parameter (Figure 1b). We will have d plots where d is the number of dimensions in the function. In the same way that HyperSlice [vWvL93] is inspired by the SPLOM layout, we can use any layout technique for multiple histograms. 2D slices scale as $O(d^2)$ which is worse than
the $\mathcal{O}(d)$ for 1D slices. 1D slices also give us separable channels remaining for encoding of additional information such as uncertainty or optimization traces (see Sec. 5.3).

Slicing offers a number of advantages over projection-based views like scatterplots and histograms. Slices give context around a particular focus point. We can see the precise shape of the function at this point. For example, peaks and valleys (\textbf{R-peak}), flat areas (\textbf{R-robust}), and variance in the function can all be seen directly. While scatterplots and histograms can be used to see general trends, they suffer from “false distances” where points that are visibly close to each other are not actually close to each other.

3.3. Focus point projection

Showing a local 1D slice requires the selection of a single focus point, i.e. a point in multi-D through where all 1D slices intersect. Once this focus point is selected, we can use an off-the-shelf 1D function plot drawing method to draw the slice itself. Rather than only showing one focus point (i.e. one slice line per dimension) at a time and having the user choose a focus point we select multiple focus points automatically. This enables a more global view of the function (\textbf{R-overall}). Now, all 1D slices (one per focus point and dimension) are projected onto the same plot (see Figure 1c). In doing so, users do not need to memorize the previously seen slices, they can look among them to see general trends. This approach combines the ideas of slicing and projection, and fosters one of the core strengths of visualization: “perception beats recall” [Mun14].

We are using a Sobol sequence [Sob67] to select the focus points themselves. The Sobol sequence is a space-filling, quasi-random, low-discrepancy sequence that is designed for sampling in high dimensional spaces. The Sobol sequence will give us a sampling of the multi-dimensional parameter space with an economy of samples. This will maximize the chances that we will see extrema (\textbf{R-peaks}), plateaus (\textbf{R-robust}), and bowls (\textbf{R-bowl}) in our 1D slices. In addition, using a Sobol sequence makes it easy to adjust the number of 1D slices shown (i.e. focus points) on the fly. Specifically, it avoids a complete resampling of the parameter space like we would need with a Latin hypercube sampling.

3.4. Linked selection

One disadvantage with 1D views over 2D views is that we cannot see the two-dimensional interactions anymore. We compensate for this with interaction. The user can mouse over a particular slice which will highlight all slices corresponding to that focus point. That is, one slice in each view is highlighted. We also superimpose the focus point itself on these lines. In doing so, the user can see the behavior of the function with respect to the other parameters around that focus point (see Figure 1d).

3.5. Clustering

Similar to visual encoding techniques such as parallel coordinate plots, projected 1D slices might mask certain patterns due to over-drawing. Figure 2a is an example where it is difficult to tell if the slices are monotonic or bowl-shaped (\textbf{R-bowl}). The interactive slice highlighting can give some insight into how individual slices are behaving but lacks a global method to distinguish groups. We offer a clustered slice view to address this (Figure 2b). The clustering is done with a k-nearest neighbor algorithm using the $L^2$ distance between two slices as the distance metric. This allows us to group the slices into distinct groups of behavior and color-code these groups to distinguish them.

4. Task-based evaluation

We first evaluate 1D slices in terms of their flexibility to deal with a broad set of different low-level tasks. Task taxonomies give a basis for comparing visualization techniques to each other [Mun14]. If a technique addresses a large number of tasks, that is usually a good indicator of its flexibility. Over the last years, many different taxonomies have been proposed [AES05, BM13, HS12, SHB*14]. However, to the best of our knowledge none of these taxonomies
thus far had a dedicated focus on the visual analysis of multi-dimensional continuous data. We thus took a popular taxonomy for tasks on discrete data, by Amar, Eagan, and Stasko [AES05], and extended each of their task categories to directly address continuous data. We see this as an initial step towards more consideration of multi-dimensional continuous data as a first class citizen when developing task hierarchies.

Using this list of tasks, we compare 1D slices to other state of the art techniques for multi-dimensional continuous data: HyperSlice [vWvL93], topological spines [CLB11], contour trees [CS03], and the technique by Gerber et al. [GBPW10] (see Figure 3). We refer to topological spines, contour trees, and the work by Gerber et al. as topological techniques when it makes sense to compare them as a group. We evaluate based on all tasks, except for “sort”, for which we could not find a suitable extension to continuous functions. The guiding theme in our extensions is that users want to view the relationship of independent variables to the dependent variable and to see how the dependent variable changes with respect to the independent values. The extensions are shown in Table 1 along with the results of two investigations we conducted based on them, as detailed in the following section.

Table 1: We summarize our task-based evaluation here. We extended the discrete data-focused tasks of Amar, Eagan, and Stasko [AES05] to directly address continuous data, with the exception of “sort” (see section 4). We show the scores from our qualitative results inspection as well as our expert study on a scale from “none” 1, “partly” 2, “mostly” 3, to “fully” 4 where “none” means that the task is not addressed at all and “fully” means that this task is directly supported by this view. We provide quotes of the general description from Amar, Eagan, and Stasko’s paper in the “discrete” column for convenience.

Second, in order to get a more objective judgment we also asked four visualization experts familiar with examining multi-dimensional spaces like parameter space exploration to examine the eight datasets with different techniques and rate how well each task can be accomplished with each technique on the same scale. We averaged these results and show them along with the results of our qualitative result inspection in Figure 3.

For the techniques, we use our own implementation of HyperSlice and topological spines since no code was available. We used the mnr R package [GP12] which implements the algorithm of Gerber et al. [GBPW10]. For the contour tree we used the libtortre library and then rendered the trees using GraphViz using the Sugiyama [GKNV93] layout. As datasets we chose the 2D sinc function, 5D Rosenbrock [Ros60] function, 6D Ackley function, a 26 node hidden layer neural network built on the Boston housing dataset [Lic13], a support vector machine with Gaussian kernel built on the housing dataset, the fuel 3D volume dataset [Roe17], and the neghip 3D volume dataset [Roe17]. Not all datasets could be rendered with all techniques due to software errors.

4.1. Study design

To perform a task-based evaluation, we investigated the different techniques in two different ways. First, we used a qualitative result inspection approach [HC’13]. We (the authors) iteratively analyzed the techniques with different datasets and summarized our discussion and analysis on a four-point scale: “None” means that it is not possible to perform the task with the technique, “partly” means that it requires major interaction with the view to accomplish the task, “mostly” means that one can accomplish the task with little interaction, and “fully” means that this task is directly addressed by the technique.

Second, in order to get a more objective judgment we also asked four visualization experts familiar with examining multi-dimensional spaces like parameter space exploration to examine the eight datasets with different techniques and rate how well each task can be accomplished with each technique on the same scale. We averaged these results and show them along with the results of our qualitative result inspection in Figure 3.

For the techniques, we use our own implementation of HyperSlice and topological spines since no code was available. We used the mnr R package [GP12] which implements the algorithm of Gerber et al. [GBPW10]. For the contour tree we used the libtortre library and then rendered the trees using GraphViz using the Sugiyama [GKNV93] layout. As datasets we chose the 2D sinc function, 5D Rosenbrock [Ros60] function, 6D Ackley function, a 26 node hidden layer neural network built on the Boston housing dataset [Lic13], a support vector machine with Gaussian kernel built on the housing dataset, the fuel 3D volume dataset [Roe17], and the neghip 3D volume dataset [Roe17]. Not all datasets could be rendered with all techniques due to software errors.

4.2. Results

In this section, we summarize our discussion about the strengths and weaknesses of each technique in terms of performing the task. For more details, we also include as supplemental material a website that contains details of how each visualization technique can solve each task. The website is available at http://sliceplorer.cs.univie.ac.at.

Retrieve value: In the discrete case, the user should be able to look at a point and get the detailed values of it. In the continuous case we are interested in what the function value is for a certain input parameter setting. All the techniques support this although with the topological methods this is only possible for the extrema and saddle points as all other points are filtered out. For example,
there could be many points between node 4 and 5 in the contour tree (Figure 3c). With slicing techniques, both 1D and 2D, the values can be read directly off the chart. Of course, for all techniques the adding of interaction, such as a tooltip, can make retrieving concrete values even easier.

**Filter**: Amar, Eagan, and Stasko describe this task as a general filtering query on data points. In the continuous case, the user wants to understand the outputs of the function. This is a query as to where the function value is in a certain range. With continuous data this is the domain of isosurface extraction. This is possible with slicing techniques by visual examination. With HyperSlice, though, one must be careful to view sufficient focus points to get a general idea of where the function equals certain values. Topological spines also shows this directly and they use concentric areas (Figure 3b) to give a general idea of the area that a particular value range takes up. The other topological techniques allow one to see if a certain value is possible, for example, we can see that the function represented by the contour tree in Figure 3c takes the values greater than 4 nowhere by seeing that there are edges from node 4 to nodes 5 and 6. However, there is no relation back to the parameter settings that will produce these values.

**Compute derived value**: The direct interpretation of this task to continuous data is to compute derived value results about the curves like mean and variance. Many of these values can also be perceived visually. Topological methods compute the persistence value between the function to determine what to show but with the exception of topological spines this is hidden from the user. Topological spines show a graph of the persistence and “saturated persistence” which allows the user to select which nodes to filter. Projections of 1D curves allows us to see the distribution. In Figure 1c we can see that there are very few function values around the global minimum and the function has two types of behavior: a periodic sine wave across the domain and a general parabola shape.

**Find extremum**: All the topological techniques we evaluated support this in some way. With HyperSlice one needs substantial guidance on setting the focus point to find extrema (like a histogram of function outputs). 1D slices is a global technique showing all slices at once, one can find extrema by inspecting the graphs. As previously mentioned, topological methods are purpose built to extract extrema from continuous data. For example, it is easy to see that the function using the method by Gerber et al. (Figure 3d) has five maxima and the function of the contour tree (Figure 3c) has four maxima.

**Determine range**: Amar, Eagan, and Stasko describe this as finding the range of possible values for a particular attribute. We really have only one attribute of interest: the values of the multi-dimensional scalar function. Any view from which we can read the global minimum or the global maximum allows us to do this. Contour trees, Gerber et al., and 1D slices all allow us to read these off the view. Topological spines either show the global maximum or the global minimum, but not both. HyperSlice has no way to do this directly by adjusting the focus point. However, one expert noticed that they could simply read the range of the function off of the color legend.

**Characterize Distribution**: Here again there is one key value of interest that we want to characterize: the function value. This requires a global view. Projections of slices directly show how the function slices are distributed. We can see in Figure 1d that there are very few function values around the global minimum but many around high values. It would be difficult to use HyperSlice to truly understand the distribution of values. The user would somehow have to browse around the focus points and then memorize the function values. Topology throws away the spatial element and just shows the relationships between extrema and saddles.

**Find anomalies**: Anomalies in the discrete case are single point outliers. While that is also possible in the continuous case, we may also have entire parts of the function that are unlike any other part. These should also be identified. In a global view like projected 1D slices these will show up visually. The slices will stand out from the rest similar to other projection-based techniques like scatter-plots. With HyperSlice we must browse around until we can see one directly. However, we will see it if we can find it. Topological methods will only show extrema in terms of maxima or minima values but not shape and hence mask anomalies and outliers.

**Cluster**: Since we are looking at manifold behaviors, we want to be able to group the functions into areas of similar behavior. For example, are they monotonically increasing or decreasing? Furthermore, can we find areas where the variance changes? The topological technique of Gerber et al. [GBPW10] was created to address just this. They split the function into areas of monotonic behavior and then show a line indicating how those monotonic regions are related to each other. However, the way they reconstruct the function between extrema and saddle points does not allow us to view the variance between these points as the 1D slice view allows. Clustering the 1D slices tries to split the slices into groups of similar behavior (see Figure 2b).

**Correlate**: Finally, we consider correlation. In the discrete data case the goal is to find correlation between attributes. With continuous data, we already have a dependency between the independent and dependent variables. What we would like to learn is how many variables have an influence on the function. With 2D views (that only HyperSlice provides) one can see both 1D and 2D interactions with the function. We can see that the function in Figure 3a has radial behavior so the function value depends on both 1D and 2D interactions. None of the other techniques are capable of showing 2D interactions between parameters.

### 4.3. Summary

From the summary in Table 1 we can see that the 1D slices technique addresses more of the tasks than any other technique. It is not always the highest performing view though. HyperSlice is the only technique we evaluated that could show more than one-dimensional interactions but it does not do well on global tasks like extrema detection. The various topological techniques directly address tasks related to extrema detection and comparison but do not perform as well on others. The experts often commented that they felt they needed more knowledge about what exactly the topological techniques were doing in order to interpret the results. Thus, the ratings for these techniques may be artificially low. We conclude that 1D slices are a very flexible technique indeed.
5. Usage scenarios

In addition to evaluating 1D slices with a low-level task hierarchy, we also provide usage scenarios to understand their value in real-world applications. We begin with an illustrative example using the 2D sinc function. We then use our 1D slices approach to illustrate how it can help better understand neural network architectures for a regression problem. Finally, we use 1D slices to investigate the effect of initial position on optimization algorithm performance.

The purpose of these evaluations is a proof of concept that 1D slices can be used for real-world problems. In particular, it is not meant as a comparative evaluation as provided in the previous section. To the best of our knowledge, neither HyperSlices nor topological techniques have been applied to understanding neural networks nor optimization algorithms so far. A full adaption of, and comparison to, these techniques for the provided use cases are beyond the scope of this paper, and are left for future work.

5.1. 2D sinc function

Imagining how a function in more than 3-dimensions looks is difficult if not impossible. In order to illustrate how Sliceplorer visualizes functions we show the 2D sinc function. We are using the formulation where \( y(x_1, x_2) = \frac{\sin(\pi x_1)}{\pi x_1} \frac{\sin(\pi x_2)}{\pi x_2} \). In Figure 4a we show a 3D surface plot of this function. The global maximum is at \( x_1, x_2 = 0, 0 \) where \( y = 1 \). We can also see the decreasing extrema radiating out from the origin. We can also precisely measure the height and x-location of the extrema. If we want to examine a particular trace then we can highlight it in the view and see the full slice highlighted on screen.

For comparison, we show visualizations of the 2D sinc function rendered using the \texttt{msr} package [GP12] in R. This package implements the visualization of the Morse-Smale complex from Gerber et al. [GBPW10]. We sampled the function with 2000 sample points using a Sobol sequence. The 1D slices view is showing 50 focus points with 21 samples for each slice so this was done to use a similar sampling method and number of samples to the Sliceplorer method. The function can do persistence-based filtering of the graph before rendering. This is controlled by the \texttt{pLevel} parameter which filters all persistences less than a certain value. In Figure 4c we show the view with the filtering level set to 0, i.e. no filtering. The view does a very good job showing the critical points of the graph. It looks very similar to the surface plot (Figure 4a). However, the visualization is very sensitive to the filtering level. In Figure 4d and Figure 4e we show the sinc function with the filtering level set to 0.05 and 0.1 respectively. The 1D slice view does not suffer from this issue of parameterization.

5.2. Neural networks

Artificial neural networks are currently gaining a lot of attention in machine learning. The goal of these algorithms is to produce a multi-dimensional function fitted to the training points. Neural networks, in particular, have proven to be very good at producing accurate, generalizable predictions. One of the major challenges for designers of such models, however, is to properly architect these networks. For instance, how many hidden layers does one need and how many nodes should be put into each layer? These architectural choices can drastically change the predictions. While these choices are crucial, currently, there is only little guidance available for designers. A typical rule of thumb is to use a hidden layer two times the size of the input dimensions. There are also some general proofs regarding what type of functions neural networks can represent [HSW89, ES16]. However, there are no formal guidelines for designing these networks [GBC16] and the way these models make predictions is still obtuse.

One of the ways we can increase the understandability of neural network regression models is by viewing the response function directly [Gle16]. If we want to understand how the network architecture affects the prediction we could compare the prediction manifold to one produced by a “simpler” machine learning model [RSG16], for example a support vector machine [SS04]. Support vector machines have known guarantees on error rate with the number of training samples. With this comparison we may be able to get some better insight about how the neural network learning algorithms are performing.

To compare, we chose the Boston housing dataset [Lic13] from the UCI repository. This dataset contains median home prices given 13 factors including crime rate, age of the house, and proximity to highways. We then trained a neural network with a single hidden layer of 26 nodes, a neural network with 2 hidden layers: one of 5 and one of 3 nodes, a support vector machine with a polynomial...
Figure 5: Two different views of the predictions of four different machine learning regression models on the Boston housing dataset. The top row (a – d) shows predictions by each model compressed to two dimensions with t-SNE. We colored the points on a continuous color scale with dark blue being 0 and light blue the highest value. The bottom row (e – h) shows a 1D slice view of the first dimension of the dataset, crime rate. We show the slices of the remaining dimensions in the supplemental material. The 1D slices reveal interesting information about how the models perform and can assist with model selection. We may not want to use the SVM with polynomial kernel (f), for example, since it predicts that home price will go up with higher crime rates.

We compare 1D slices with an adaption of the common way of viewing classification algorithms to continuous data. The results of classification models are commonly visualized by using MDS [Kru64] or t-SNE [vdMH08] to reduce the input dimensions to two and then present a scatterplot with the predictions colored by class. We extended this by sampling the prediction model with 1,000 samples from a Latin hypercube [Tan93] (a space-filling design) converting the points to two dimensions with t-SNE and then coloring the points on a continuous scale which we show in Figure 5 (top row). The bottom row of the figure shows the 1D slice view of the same four prediction models. We only show the first dimension due to space reasons. The full 13 dimension slice view image is in the supplemental material.

Showing the changes in home price as it corresponds directly to the crime rate can help to increase confidence in a model. From the prediction lines, one may not want to use the SVM with a polynomial kernel. By and large the prediction lines are increasing. This means that the home price is increasing as the crime rate goes up. This does not really make sense. The model is not generalizing well. Similarly, the neural network with a single hidden layer (left column) also has a number of curves that increase as crime increases. The neural network with two hidden layers does not have this problem. Maybe this is the best model to use in this case.

In summary, this usage scenario illustrated that a direct inspection of a model’s response surfaces can give intuition of its behavior, and can lead to a better model selection and a better intuition of the modeling process. 1D slices can help to gain important insights in this process.

5.3. Optimization algorithm

General purpose optimization algorithms try to find the global minimum (or equivalently, the global maximum) of a function of arbitrary dimension. Many optimization algorithms such as Nelder-Mead [NM65] work by starting at a particular parameter setting and evaluating the “shape” of the function around that point. The algorithm then determines where the function is decreasing the greatest, and “jumps” a certain distance in that direction. The “jump”, starting position, and termination tolerance parameters are user-settable parameters. Depending on how they are set, the algorithm can get stuck in a local minima or take unreasonably long to finish.

When one is trying to parameterize or build optimization algorithms then one wants to evaluate the trace of the optimization on an easy function that is fast to compute first. This analysis helps to better understand how to parameterize for more complex problems but are too computationally expensive to analyze directly. Visual inspection of the easy function before running the optimization algorithm, as well as viewing the trace of the optimization algorithm (the sequence of steps it took) is a good way to ensure that the algorithm is converging towards the global minimum.

We compare 1D slices with HyperSlice [vWvL93] as this is the only technique that also directly visualizes the parameter space. We ran the Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm on the 5D Ackley function [Ack87], a popular optimization algorithm testing function. To examine the effect of starting position, we tried different
starting positions: $x = (1, 1, 1, 1)$ and $x = (2, 2, 2, 2)$. We overlay the optimization trace on top of both 1D slices and HyperSlice and the results are shown in Figure 6.

The 1D slice view allows us to see the path that the algorithm took and the general shape of the function simultaneously. In addition, the 1D slice view shows that the distribution of values around the global minimum is small. Most of the slices are clustered around $y = 10$ with only one slice descending close to $y = 0$. Since the sampling is uniform in the parameter space this means that it is very difficult to select slices around the global minimum. In fact, this is a known property of the Ackley function. It is easy to see that the optimization algorithm got stuck at a local minimum when started at $x = (2, 2, 2, 2)$. However, with the HyperSlice view it is difficult to see the difference in value and steepness of the function at $x = (1, 1, 1, 1)$ versus $x = (2, 2, 2, 2)$. Humans are not good at perceiving fine differences in color [Mun14], but is required for this task. We learn a lot more about the behavior of the optimization algorithm from the 1D slice views (see Figure 6a and Figure 6c) than the HyperSlice view. However, the HyperSlice view does clearly show that that optimization algorithm is moving in multiple directions at once. This is not clear in the 1D slice views.

6. Discussion

The above examples illustrated that the technique of 1D slices as presented in our paper is quite flexible and useful for various low- and high-level tasks. However, we do not intend to claim that it is the only and best method for all problems out there. We rather would like to argue that it is a valuable (and thus far overlooked) technique in a toolbox of visual inspection methods for multi-dimensional functions. We hope that this paper inspires a discussion and exploration of guidelines for tasks, proper visual encoding, and interaction techniques for various tasks. Along these lines we would like to put forth our current experience with various techniques.

**Topological techniques are helpful for a global overview:**
Topological techniques allow us to compare between optima but are not as good at evaluating the area around an optimum since these areas are typically abstracted away. Topological spines attempts to compensate for this by showing the area covered by a particular optimum as an area around the node. However, many of the tasks like “correlate” and “cluster” are best served by viewing the response manifold directly. In a larger system, the topological techniques could be used effectively as a global overview of the function with a HyperSlice or 1D slice showing local context. Selecting a point in the topological view would change the focus point in the local view.

**HyperSlice is good when you need to show 2D interactions:**
HyperSlice is the only technique that can display more than one dimension of data interaction. So, if this is a requirement then HyperSlice is the best option. However, one can use 1D slices to get a general overview of the dependence of the function on each dimension. The dimensions that are not interesting because, for example, the function is not sensitive to them could easily be eliminated from further consideration. This would reduce the number of subplots that we need to view in the HyperSlice plot.

**1D slices should be used for a “first pass” visualization:**
1D slices addresses many of the tasks that a user wants to perform. The technique does a very good job on a wide variety of tasks. 1D slices are easy to implement, easy to understand, and the static view provides a lot of information.

7. Limitations and future work

Our 1D slice view consists of a projection of many lines. We are showing the distribution of slices through direct projection. Techniques like contour boxplots [WMK13] and curve boxplots [MWK14] build a distribution model of curves which could help to address the “characterize distribution” task in Table 1. However, neither of these or any of the other time curve visualization techniques have been applied to multi-dimensional functions. Evaluating these techniques for this purpose is an exciting topic for future work.

When developing the 1D continuous slicing technique we only considered multi-dimensional continuous scalar functions in terms of requirements, tasks, and comparisons. We do not consider multi-field (i.e. functions with multiple outputs) or complex-valued functions in our analysis. There are multi-field topology techniques to address this [DCK*12, HHG14, CGT*15] which we do not consider but our technique and analysis would need to be extended to this domain. We leave this for future work.

The x-axis of each 1D slice is independent of the x-axes of the other 1D slices. This allows each plot to scale individually if the range of inputs have different values. The x-axis and y-axis automatically change to incorporate their respective minimum and
maximum ranges. While the x-axis scales itself independently, the y-axis is the same for each plot. This is also the default behavior in many of-the-shelf plotting packages. The plots will adjust automatically to shifts. For the x-axis we use axis-aligned projections. Therefore, the views are sensitive to rotational transformations of the function.

Finally, our technique is also based on sampling, just like the other techniques we are comparing to. As with any technique based on sampling one must be careful to take an adequate number of samples in order to properly capture all desired behavior. If the function is not smooth we may see a slice that is an “outlier,” i.e. one slice is much higher or lower than all the others. In this case all other slices will be compressed into either the top or bottom of the chart. This is often a problem with many common visualization techniques like bar graphs or scatterplots and can be addressed with log scaled axes, for example.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented Sliceplorer, a visualization method for multi-dimensional functions based on one-dimensional slices. We defined a task taxonomy specific to multi-dimensional continuous functions and found that, while some state of the art techniques are very good at addressing specific tasks, our method supports a wide variety of tasks. Consequently, our technique may be a good first pass when visualizing multi-dimensional continuous functions. It is easy to implement, easy to understand, and addresses a greater variety of tasks than any other technique.
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